


Meet Maker

Transparent and sustainable finance
Maker is comprised of a stablecoin (DAI), collateral loans (CDPs), and 
decentralized governance (MKR token).



Introducing Dai

Dai is a fully decentralised stablecoin 
soft-pegged to the USD

● It is asset backed by on-chain collateral (Currently ETH)

● It is always over collateralized

● It runs on a permissionless credit system $



Why a stablecoin?

● A stablecoin is needed for 
mainstream adoption of 
cryptocurrencies

● Businesses and individuals require a 
stable medium of exchange

● Existing cryptocurrencies are too 
volatile to be a replacement for cash



But first...

Not all stablecoins are 
equal.
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How does DAI remain stable?

● Market economics help keep the price around $1 through Market Makers 
and arbitrage opportunities buying and selling DAI for a profit

● Stability Fee adjustments (or the interest rate on the collateral loans), 
increasing and reducing demand of DAI from CDP owners 

● Over collateralization of assets backing DAI 
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Where does Dai come from?

Dai can only be generated by opening a 
Collateralized Debt Position, or CDP

● All the DAI in circulation is always backed by collateral locked into 
CDPs. Dai can never be generated without being backed by collateral

● At present, the minimum threshold is 150% for each individual CDP

● Right now the amount of collateral backing Dai is ~320%. This means 
for every 1 Dai on the market, there is $3.20 worth of collateral locked 
into CDPs backing it



So what is a CDP?

● A CDP is a collateral loan, and is very similar to a 
secured loan or mortgage

● The DAI drawn from a CDP can be seen as debt 
against the locked collateral. The only way to get 
back your collateral is to repay your debt 
(including the accrued stability/interest fee) 

● If you don’t keep your collateral above a certain 
level, your collateral is sold for Dai to cover your 
debt and that Dai is then burned



Opening a CDP

● Anyone can open a CDP provided you 
have ETH to use as collateral

● You can use Makers CDP Portal at 
cdp.makerdao.com, or we have CLI 
tools and an SDK (dai.js)

● We are also actively encouraging, and 
able to offer support to any 
community project to build their own 
versions

https://cdp.makerdao.com/
https://github.com/makerdao/dai.js


Managing a CDP

● Collateralization ratio

● Liquidation price

● Max Dai available to generate

● Stability Fee

● Liquidation Penalty



So why generate Dai?

● Pay for services and products while not having to sell your collateral

● Leveraging - when the price of the underlying collateral is increasing (or 
you think it will) you can use your generated DAI to buy more ETH, which 
you can add to your CDP, drawing more DAI 

● Profit from the demand and over-supply of DAI in the market. When the 
price is >$1, you can generate DAI from your CDP, and sell it for a profit 
on exchanges. When the price drops below $1, buy it back and repay 
your CDP, using the excess to sell again once it goes back above $1



Liquidations

● When a CDP goes below the minimum collateralization ratio, the CDP is 
bitten

● Anyone can bite a CDP where you buy the pooled collateral (PETH) for DAI

● After liquidation, the DAI used to purchase PETH is then burned so DAI 
continues to be over collateralized

● There is also a liquidation penalty (Currently 13%) which the CDP owner 
loses if their CDP is liquidated



The MKR Token

● MKR is a governance utility token

● The only way to change system 
parameters, such as debt ceilings, stability 
fees etc is through Makers decentralised 
governance model.

● There are two types of votes - Polling and 
Executive

● Currently voting happens through 
vote.makerdao.com 



The MKR Token

● MKR is also used to pay the stability fee on CDPs

● This MKR is sent to a burned wallet, reducing overall 
supply

● To date, around 500MKR has been burnt



Current Stats



The future

● Today, only ETH can be used as underlying collateral for the CDPs

● We are soon launching Multi Collateral Dai - with many more on-chain 
collateral types 

● With Multi Collateral Dai comes Savings Dai - where you will be able to earn 
interest on the DAI you hold



Thanks!

For more information, you can find us on:

● Website and white paper: makerdao.com

● Reddit: r/makerdao

● Chat: chat.makerdao.com

● Twitter: @makerdao

● Telegram: makerdaoofficial

https://makerdao.com/
https://www.reddit.com/r/MakerDAO/
https://chat.makerdao.com/
https://twitter.com/makerdao
https://t.me/makerdaoofficial



